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Purpose: The guideline purpose is to provide the urologist with a framework for
the early detection of prostate cancer in asymptomatic average risk men.
Materials and Methods: A systematic review was conducted and summarized
evidence derived from over 300 studies that addressed the predefined outcomes of
interest (prostate cancer incidence/mortality, quality of life, diagnostic accuracy
and harms of testing). In addition to the quality of evidence, the panel considered
values and preferences expressed in a clinical setting (patient-physician dyad)
rather than having a public health perspective. Guideline statements were organized by age group in years (age ⬍40; 40 to 54; 55 to 69; ⱖ70).
Results: Except prostate specific antigen-based prostate cancer screening, there
was minimal evidence to assess the outcomes of interest for other tests. The
quality of evidence for the benefits of screening was moderate, and evidence for
harm was high for men age 55 to 69 years. For men outside this age range,
evidence was lacking for benefit, but the harms of screening, including over
diagnosis and overtreatment, remained. Modeled data suggested that a
screening interval of two years or more may be preferred to reduce the harms
of screening.
Conclusions: The Panel recommended shared decision-making for men age 55 to 69
years considering PSA-based screening, a target age group for whom benefits may
outweigh harms. Outside this age range, PSA-based screening as a routine could not
be recommended based on the available evidence. The entire guideline is available at
www.AUAnet.org/education/guidelines/prostate-cancer-detection.cfm.
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DRE ⫽ digital rectal examination
ERSPC ⫽ European Randomized
Study of Screening for Prostate
Cancer
FDA ⫽ Food and Drug
Administration
PLCO ⫽ Prostate Lung, Colorectal
and Ovarian
PSA ⫽ prostate specific antigen
RCT ⫽ randomized controlled trial
The complete guideline is available at
www.AUAnet.org/education/guidelines/prostatecancer-detection.cfm.
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THIS guideline addresses prostate cancer early detection for the purpose of
reducing prostate cancer mortality
with the intended user as the urologist.
This document does not make a distinction between early detection and
screening for prostate cancer; both imply detection of disease at an early, presymptomatic stage when an individual
would have no reason to seek medical

care.1 In the US, early detection is
driven by prostate specific antigenbased screening followed by prostate biopsy for diagnostic confirmation. This
document does not address detection of
prostate cancer in symptomatic men
whose symptoms could be related to locally advanced or metastatic prostate
cancer (eg new onset bone pain and/or
neurological symptoms involving the
lower extremities etc.).
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EARLY DETECTION OF PROSTATE CANCER

METHODOLOGY
A systematic review and meta-analysis of the published
literature on prostate cancer detection and screening were
conducted to identify published studies relevant to prostate cancer detection and screening. The search focused on
digital rectal examination, serum biomarkers (PSA, PSA
isoforms, PSA kinetics, free PSA, complexed PSA, proPSA,
prostate health index, PSA velocity, PSA doubling time),
urine biomarkers (PCA3, TMPRSS2:ERG fusion), imaging
(transrectal ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging,
magnetic resonance spectroscopy, magnetic resonance/
transrectal ultrasound fusion), genetics (single nucleotide
polymorphisms), shared decision-making and prostate biopsy. The outcomes of interest were a priori determined by
the Panel and included prostate cancer incidence and mortality, quality of life, the diagnostic performance of each of
the tests and the harms of testing (premature death and
complications from testing and biopsy). The systematic
review included over 300 eligible studies that addressed
the questions of interest published between 1995 and
2013.
The AUA nomenclature system explicitly links statement type to body of evidence strength and the Panel’s
judgment regarding the balance between benefits and
risks/burdens.2 For a complete discussion of the methodology and evidence grading, please refer to the unabridged guideline available at www.AUAnet.org/education/
guidelines/prostate-cancer-detection.cfm.

BACKGROUND
Guideline Framework and Evidence Interpretation
The literature supporting the efficacy of DRE and
biomarkers other than PSA for screening average
risk men was of low to moderate quality, was more
relevant to cancer detection in higher risk men than
true average risk population screening and did not
address outcomes important to patients, such as
mortality or quality of life. Therefore, this document
focuses only on the efficacy of PSA screening for the
early detection of prostate cancer with the specific
intent to reduce prostate cancer mortality and not
secondary tests often used after screening to determine the need for a prostate biopsy or a repeat
prostate biopsy (eg PSA isoforms, PCA3, imaging).
While the evidence that other guideline panels
evaluate may be the same, the weighting of the
evidence and the panel’s perspectives can be very
different (eg public health vs. individual perspectives) leading to differing interpretations of evidence
and policy implications (see figure). The AUA Guideline Panel interpreted the evidence from the perspective of the individual with emphasis on the information, both benefits and harms, which an
asymptomatic man would need to make an informed
decision about prostate cancer screening.
The Panel evaluated the best evidence from randomized trials of screening but did not assume that
all trials were of equal relevance. For example, the

Influence of evidence and interpretation on policy creation

Prostate, Lung, Colon and Ovary,3 and European
Randomized Study of screening for Prostate Cancer4
randomized trials ultimately addressed different
questions: screening vs. no or little screening in
ERSPC as compared to annual screening vs. usual
care in the PLCO trial. By the time the PLCO trial
began, usual care was opportunistic screening in the
US and was, on average, every other year. The modest effect of PSA screening vs. none in the ERSPC
implies that a substantially larger study than PLCO
would be needed to meaningfully test more vs. less
frequent screening. Thus, the PLCO was underpowered to address the question of organized vs. opportunistic screening. The Panel interprets the randomized evidence to indicate that the ERSPC trial
best reflects the effect of PSA screening in a situation with low background screening.
The bulk of the information on PSA-based screening comes from men age 55 to 69 years. The evidence
from screening men under age 50 or over 69 years is
very scarce; additionally, there is no evidence concerning the benefits of screening men of differing
ethnicities. There are no data from head-to-head
comparisons of differing screening intervals. The
main evidence is from the ERSPC that included both
two and four year intervals.
The Panel utilized population data as supporting
evidence for a beneficial effect of screening and used
modeling studies to fill gaps in knowledge. This use of
modeling was felt to be important given the follow-up
of 11 to 13 years provided by current randomized
trial results and the paucity of data regarding the
benefits of screening outside the age range of 55 to
69 years.
The evidence reviewed by the Panel clearly shows
that the current practice of prostate cancer screening in asymptomatic men with comorbidities that
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limit life expectancy and treatment of virtually all
men after diagnosis, even those with non-aggressive
features and limited life expectancy, results in
substantial harm. Thus, the Panel focused on both
shared decision-making in the face of uncertainty5
and approaches to early detection of prostate cancer that would reduce harms while maintaining
the benefits.
Index Groups
The guideline statements listed in this document
target men at average risk, defined as a man without risk factors, such as a family history of prostate
cancer in multiple generations and/or family history
of early onset below age 55 years or African-American
race. Because the benefit/harm profile of PSA-based
prostate cancer screening is highly age dependent,
guideline statements included in this document target
four index groups; these age ranges were chosen to
correspond to age ranges tested in randomized trials
and data from population and simulation studies.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Men
Men
Men
Men

less than 40 years of age
age 40 to 54 years
age 55 to 69 years
age 70⫹ years

Evidence Summary and
Limitations of the Literature
In brief, five well known randomized trials addressed
the question of mortality benefit of prostate cancer
screening.6 Considering various methodological limitations and biases, the best estimate for the effect of
screening (vs. no screening) on prostate cancer specific
mortality was obtained from the ERSPC.4 The quality
of the evidence was moderate for benefits and high
for harms in men aged 55 to 69 years. Follow-up was
limited, and quality of evidence was low on screening benefits in men outside of this age range, population subgroups with greater than average risk of
the disease and screening protocols different from
those used in the ERSPC.
Ample evidence was available to support the use
of various shared decision-making processes that
increased men’s knowledge scores, reduced their decisional conflict and promoted greater involvement
in decision-making.
The systematic review and guideline process
identified clear gaps in the available evidence base.
Data are needed to clarify the harm/benefit balance
of screening in men younger and older than those
enrolled in the available randomized trials. Even for
the age groups enrolled, critical outcomes, such as
over diagnosis and the additional number needed to
treat, are not easily estimated from empirical trial
data. Data on the harm/benefit balance are needed
in men with known risk factors, such as family history of prostate cancer and men of various ethnici-
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ties. Outcomes of newer screening tests used alone
or in combination with PSA need to be determined.
Men contemplating screening will need outcome
data based on follow-up that exceeds the 11 to 13
year horizon currently available in the literature.
Extrapolating results from one population to another must be done cautiously since the benefits of
screening are dependent on the baseline incidence of
and mortality from cancer without screening, the
specific screening protocol, biopsy referral criteria
and compliance with biopsy recommendations. The
mortality from prostate cancer in the absence of
screening is higher in the Netherlands and Sweden
as compared to the US,7 and these were the only two
countries of the seven participating in the ERSPC
trial where a mortality benefit was observed. Thus,
the benefits of PSA-based screening seen in these
two countries may not be generalizable to the US
population. Further, the screening protocol, criteria
for biopsy referral and compliance with biopsy recommendations differed considerably in the US population and ERSPC trial settings. Given the knowledge gaps in the literature, the Panel considered
both modeled and population data as circumstantial
evidence for addressing the benefits and harms of
PSA-based screening.

GUIDELINE STATEMENTS AND RATIONALE
1. The Panel recommends against PSA screening in men under age 40 years. (Recommendation; Evidence Strength Grade C)
In this age group there is a low prevalence of
clinically detectable prostate cancer, no evidence
demonstrating benefit of screening and likely the
same harms of screening as in other age groups.
The prevalence of prostate cancer in men under
age 40 years is extremely low. Population based
studies reveal the prevalence of prostate cancer in
men below age 40 years to be about 0.1% with numbers as low as 700 cases being reported to the SEER
(Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results) registry between 2001 and 2007.8 Prior autopsy studies
have been able to identify clinically undetected cases
of prostate cancer in men as young as 20 years of
age, but the prevalence has been low even in these
retrospective studies of small cohorts of men.9 US
studies reveal a higher prevalence of 2% to 29% of
undiagnosed cancer at autopsy even in men under
age 40 years, particularly African-Americans, compared to studies from Europe and Asia.9 The prevalence among European men in their 20’s is less than
5% while it rises to 5% to 10% in men in their 30’s.10
Even in men under age 40 years who are found to
have prostate cancer at autopsy, the disease tends to
be of low volume and low Gleason grade.
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None of the prospective randomized studies evaluating the benefits of PSA-based screening for prostate cancer included men under age 40 years. Hence
there are no data available to estimate the benefit of
prostate cancer screening in this population. However, the harms that can accrue from screening,
which include the side effects of diagnostic biopsies
and perhaps subsequent treatment, will certainly
apply to men in this age group who would be subject
to screening. Therefore, due to the relatively low
prevalence of clinically detectable prostate cancer in
men below age 40 years, the absence of any evidence
demonstrating benefits of screening and the known
harms, screening is discouraged for men under age
40 years of age.
2. The Panel does not recommend routine
screening in men between ages 40 to 54 years
at average risk. (Recommendation; Evidence
Strength Grade C)
For men between ages 40 to 54 years at higher risk
(e.g. positive family history or African-American race),
decisions regarding prostate cancer screening should
be individualized.
The Panel recommends that screening, as routine
practice, not be encouraged in men age 40 to 54 years
who are not at increased risk for the disease based on
family history and race, for example. There is no highquality evidence to support this practice in the general
population. Specifically, the two large randomized
clinical trials (PLCO3 and the core group of the
ERSPC4) did not include men under age 55 years and,
therefore, do not inform the decision. While there is
some lower-quality evidence (Grade C) that an absolute reduction in prostate cancer mortality may be
associated with population-wide screening of men in
their 40’s at average risk, the benefit is relatively
small. Howard et al estimated that annual PSA
screening of men in their 40’s was associated with a
10-year prostate cancer specific mortality rate of
0.037 deaths/1,000 men compared to 0.041 deaths/
1,000 men if no screening was performed.11 While
the evidence of benefit of screening of men age 40 to
55 years indicates that the effect size is marginal at
best, at least in terms of prostate cancer specific
mortality, the weight and quality of the evidence
demonstrating the harms of screening remains
high. The Panel concludes that the harms of
screening in this population are at least equal to
the benefits, if not higher and, to this end, recommends that screening should not be routine practice.
In making this recommendation, the Panel recognizes that there may be other benefits associated
with screening that we either did not consider or
have not been demonstrated by the current literature. Effectively, we acknowledge that the “absence
of evidence does not constitute evidence of absence”

and, as such, we are not explicitly stating that
screening should be actively discouraged in this
group of men. The literature in this area is quite
dynamic, and future studies may document additional benefits in this younger population. For example, Lilja et al have documented in a large study
of 21,277 men from Malmo, Sweden, that a single
PSA measurement taken between age 33 to 50 years
was highly predictive of subsequent prostate cancer
diagnosis and advanced stage at diagnosis.12
Whether or not this information would lead to a
decrease in morbidity or mortality from the disease
is uncertain. To this end, the benefit of this early
risk stratification is uncertain.
The Panel recognizes that certain subgroups of
men age 40 to 54 years may realize added benefit
from earlier screening. For example, men at increased risk for prostate cancer, such as those with
a strong family history or those of African-American
race, may benefit from earlier detection, given their
higher incidence of disease.13 These men should be
informed of both the known harms and the potential
benefits of screening at an earlier age, and shared
decision-making should ensue with an understanding that there are no comparative data to demonstrate that men at higher than average risk for
prostate cancer will benefit more from screening
when compared to those at average risk.
In summary, given the Panel’s interpretation of
the evidence concerning the benefits and harms of
annual screening in men age 40 to 55 years who are
not at an increased risk for prostate cancer and the
rarity of fatal prostate cancers arising in this age
group, we do not recommend this practice as a routine. The reader is advised to remember that this
does not imply that there is absolutely no benefit to
screening this age group, rather that there are significant enough harms associated with screening
that the benefits likely are not great enough to outweigh the harms.
3. For men ages 55 to 69 years the Panel recognizes that the decision to undergo PSA screening involves weighing the benefits of preventing prostate cancer mortality in 1 man for
every 1,000 men screened over a decade
against the known potential harms associated
with screening and treatment. For this reason,
the Panel strongly recommends shared decision-making for men age 55 to 69 years that are
considering PSA screening and proceeding
based on a man’s values and preferences.
(Standard; Evidence Strength Grade B)
The greatest benefit of screening appears to be in
men ages 55 to 69 years.
Although there are considerable harms associated with screening the Panel determined that in
men age 55 to 69 years, there is sufficient evidence
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that the benefits of screening could outweigh the
harms. Therefore, a recommendation of shared decision-making in this age group is justified. The
Panel believes that the test should not be offered in
a setting where this is not practical, for example
community-based screening by health systems or
other organizations.
Evidence for screening benefit in this setting is
moderate and is derived from a large randomized
controlled trial. Specifically, results from ERSPC
document a relative risk reduction of prostate cancer specific death of 21% at a median follow-up of 11
years.14 While the absolute reduction in prostate
cancer specific mortality was relatively small (0.10
deaths per 1,000 person-years or 1.07 deaths per
1,000 men randomized), this may represent an underestimate of the ultimate benefit given the length
of follow-up of the study and some degree of noncompliance in the intervention arm. The Panel acknowledges that the prostate component of PLCO
failed to show a benefit to screening with a median
follow-up of 13 years15 but attributes this finding to
high rates of screening in the control arm diluting
the study’s results toward the null.
Any discussion of the benefits and harms of prostate cancer screening in men age 55 to 69 years
should consider a man’s individual life expectancy.
Prior studies have documented that men with less
than a 10 to 15 year life expectancy are unlikely to
realize a benefit from aggressive treatment for localized prostate cancer16 and, as such, it follows that
the earlier disease detection associated with screening in these patients likely will be less beneficial, if
beneficial at all. To this end, shared decision-making
should include a discussion of a man’s baseline mortality risk from other co-morbid conditions, his individual risk for prostate cancer given his race/ethnicity and family history, the degree to which screening
might influence his overall life expectancy and
chance of experiencing morbidity from prostate cancer or its treatment.
4. To reduce the harms of screening, a routine
screening interval of two years or more may be
preferred over annual screening in those men
who have participated in shared decisionmaking and decided on screening. As compared to annual screening, it is expected that
screening intervals of two years preserve the
majority of the benefits and reduce over diagnosis and false positives. (Option; Evidence
Strength Grade C)
Additionally, intervals for rescreening can be individualized by a baseline PSA level.
While RCT’s have used both two- and four-year
screening intervals,4 there is no direct evidence supporting a specific screening interval. The available
evidence is mostly based on modeling, and some
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evidence may be gleaned from randomized trials,
although none of these trials actually randomized
patients to different intervals as a primary objective.
Modeling studies have projected that screening men
every two years preserves the majority (at least
80%) of prostate cancer deaths prevented compared
with annual screening while materially reducing the
number of tests, the chance of a false-positive test
and over diagnoses.17
The two largest screening trials have provided
some indirect evidence about the likely benefits of
more vs. less frequent screening. In the ERSPC, a
comparison between the Rotterdam section (interscreening interval four years) and the Swedish section (inter-screening interval two years) suggested
that a two-year screening interval significantly reduced the incidence of advanced disease.18 Evidence
on the comparison of a two-year screening interval
with annual screening was provided by the PLCO
trial. This trial compared annual screening with a
control group that had screening rates similar to
those in the US population that corresponded to
screening on average every two years.19 Prostate
cancer mortality rates were similar in the two
groups through 13 years of follow-up, suggesting
little benefit from screening more frequently than
every two years. In addition, data from a randomized trial (Goteborg) and a case-control study suggest that a rescreening interval of four years is not
likely to miss a curable prostate cancer among men
with a PSA below 1.0 ng/ml.20,21
5. The Panel does not recommend routine PSA
screening in men age 70 years or more, or any man
with less than a 10 to 15 year life expectancy. (Recommendation; Evidence Strength Grade C)
Some men age 70 years or more who are in excellent
health may benefit from prostate cancer screening.
The Panel recognizes that some men over age 70
years can have a life-expectancy over 10 to 15 years
and that a small subgroup of men over age 70 years
who are in excellent health may benefit from PSA
screening, but evidence to support the magnitude of
benefit in this age group is extremely limited. Men
in this age group who choose to be screened should
recognize that there is strong evidence that the ratio
of harm to benefit increases with age and that the
likelihood of over diagnosis is extremely high, particularly among men with low-risk disease.
Evidence for screening benefit in this setting is
unclear and indirect. An absolute reduction in mortality is possible but likely small with a quality
rating of Grade C. The quality of the evidence for
harm remains high or at least higher than that of
the benefit. The certainty in the balance of harm and
benefit justifies a recommendation against routine
PSA-based screening.
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The rationale for this recommendation is based
on the absence of evidence of a screening benefit in
this population with clear evidence of harms. In the
ERSPC randomized trial of screening, there was no
reduction in mortality among men age 70 years or
older.14 Although men in this age group have a
higher prevalence of prostate cancer and a higher
incidence of fatal tumors, they also have increased
competing mortality compared to younger men22
and no compelling evidence of a treatment benefit,
especially in men with a limited life expectancy below 10 to 15 years.16,23 Therefore, given the lack of
direct evidence for benefit of screening beyond age
70 years, and especially beyond age 74 years, as well
as higher quality data regarding harms, the Panel
discourages routine screening in this age group.
Men age 70 years and older who wish to be
screened should do so after an understanding that
the ratio of benefit to harm declines with age, although there is evidence that men with high-risk
disease in this age range may benefit from early
diagnosis and treatment over a decade or less.16 To
identify the older man more likely to benefit from
treatment if screening takes place, the Panel recommends two approaches. First, increasing the prostate biopsy threshold based on evidence that men
with a PSA level above 10 ng/ml are more likely to
benefit from treatment of prostate cancer when compared to those with a PSA below 10 ng/ml.16 Second,
discontinuation of PSA screening among men with a
PSA below 3 ng/ml, given evidence that these men
have a significantly lower likelihood of being diagnosed with a lethal prostate cancer during the remaining years of life when compared to men with a
PSA above 3 ng/ml.24
The likelihood of over diagnosis increases as men
age and is particularly high for older men with lowrisk disease. Modeling studies of over diagnosis in
the US population have estimated that among men
aged 70 to 79 years, half or more of cases detected by
PSA screening with PSA less than 10 and Gleason
score 6 or below are over diagnosed. Among men
over age 80 years, three-fourths or more of cases
detected by PSA screening with PSA less than 10
and Gleason score 6 or below are over diagnosed.25
Because of the harms of biopsy, over treatment and
over diagnosis in this population, shared decisionmaking and consideration of individual values, preferences and quality of life goals is paramount among
men expressing interest in screening.

FUTURE DIRECTION
AND RESEARCH NEEDS
Unlike many interventions in which the ratio of
benefit-to-harm is high and the choice is clear, prostate cancer screening is a preference-sensitive inter-

vention for which there are reasonable choices to
make. Optimal methods (pictograms, text, computerized) that best communicate uncertainty to patients and allow individualized decisions regarding
screening are needed. Further, improved tools for
estimating life expectancy would help identify those
men more likely to benefit from screening. Assessment of the absolute benefits of PSA-based prostate
cancer screening relative to the rates of over diagnosis and over treatment of disease among different
populations is an important area for future research. Evaluation of the optimal management of
screen detected cancers and the cost effectiveness of
these options will be important to understand before
making broad policy decisions regarding prostate
cancer screening. In addition, clarification of the
genetic and epigenetic basis of disease development
and progression may provide biomarkers and/or
panels of biomarkers with improved specificity that
allow targeted screening of those men at greatest
risk of harm from prostate cancer. Targeted screening would reduce unnecessary testing, false-positive
tests and the burden of over diagnosis and over
treatment. An improved understanding of the interaction between inherited risk alleles and the environment (lifestyle choices) could provide a potential
means of prevention of prostate cancer.
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Guidelines Disclaimer:
This document was written by the Detection of Prostate Cancer Guidelines Panel of the American Urological Association Education and Research, Inc.,
which was created in 2011. The Practice Guidelines
Committee (PGC) of the AUA selected the committee chair. Panel members were selected by the chair.
Membership of the committee included urologists,
primary care physicians, radiation and medical oncologists and epidemiologists. The mission of the
committee was to develop recommendations that are
analysis-based or consensus-based, depending on
Panel processes and available data, for optimal clinical practices in the detection of prostate cancer.
Funding of the committee was provided by the AUA.
Committee members received no remuneration for
their work. Each member of the committee provides
an ongoing conflict of interest disclosure to the AUA.
While these guidelines do not necessarily establish
the standard of care, AUA seeks to recommend and
to encourage compliance by practitioners with current best practices related to the condition being
treated. As medical knowledge expands and technology advances, the guidelines will change. Today
these evidence-based guidelines statements repre-
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sent not absolute mandates but provisional proposals for treatment under the specific conditions described in each document. For all these reasons, the
guidelines do not pre-empt physician judgment in
individual cases. Treating physicians must take into
account variations in resources, and patient tolerances, needs, and preferences. Conformance with
any clinical guideline does not guarantee a successful outcome. The guideline text may include information or recommendations about certain drug uses
(‘off label’) that are not approved by the Food and
Drug Administration, or about medications or substances not subject to the FDA approval process.
AUA urges strict compliance with all government
regulations and protocols for prescription and use of
these substances. The physician is encouraged to
carefully follow all available prescribing information
about indications, contraindications, precautions
and warnings. These guidelines and best practice
statements are not intended to provide legal advice
about use and misuse of these substances. Although
guidelines are intended to encourage best practices
and potentially encompass available technologies
with sufficient data as of close of the literature review, they are necessarily time-limited. Guidelines
cannot include evaluation of all data on emerging
technologies or management, including those that
are FDA-approved, which may immediately come to
represent accepted clinical practices. For this reason, the AUA does not regard technologies or management which are too new to be addressed by this
guideline as necessarily experimental or investigational.
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